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UNIVERSAL LUSIN MEASURABILITY AND SUBFAMILY

SUMMABLE FAMILIES IN ABELIAN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

WILLIAM H. GRAVES

Abstract. It is proved that if G is a Hausdorff abelian topological group

with respect to topologies a C ß such that ß is complete and the identity

map of (G, a) onto (G, ß) is universally Lusin measurable, then the sub-

family summable families are the same for a and ß.

0. Introduction. Kalton's remarkable paper [5] was the forerunner among

other recent entrants in a newly directed study of the Orlicz-Pettis theorem.

The papers [5], [6] of Kalton, [3], [4] of Drewnowski, [2] of Christensen, [1] of

Andersen and Christensen, and [7], [8], [9] of Labuda are part of a shift from

weak-implies-how-strong studies to strong-is-implied-by-how-weak studies. In

the last of these papers is established a result conjectured by Thomas in [12].

The purpose of this paper is to give a very simple proof, based on nothing

deeper than Fubini's theorem, of a variation on the conjecture of Thomas. It

is here proved that if G is a Hausdorf abelian topological group with respect

to two topologies a, ß such that a C ß, ß is complete, and the identity map

5 : (G, a)—*(G, ß) is universally Lusin measurable, then the subfamily sum-

mable families in G are the same for a and ß. Labuda's version of this in [9] is

set in the category of Hausdorff topological vector spaces, assumes universal

measurability of Í rather than universal Lusin measurability, draws upon

deeper results than does the version proved herein, and may be obtained in

generalized form from the main result here.

The assistance of both the referee and Iwo Labuda in correcting and

strengthening the results of §3, initially in muddled form, is gratefully

acknowledged. Also acknowledged is receipt of a preprint, after acceptance of

this paper, is which the main result here had also been earlier established by

Jan Pachl using a technique very similar to that used here. His precedence in

this matter is acknowledged.

1. Preliminaries. Let S be an infinite set. 9(5) = (0, 1}S is the topological

product of 5 copies of the discrete space {0, 1} and so is a compact

Hausdorff space. The power set of S will be identified throughout with 9(5),

and no distinction will be made between a set and its characteristic function.
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It is with this understanding that set-theoretic terms such as a u b and a \ b

axe defined for a, b E 9(S). For s E S, es is the characteristic function of

Is}-
G E S'Sl'iP means that G is a Hausdorff abelian topological group. $:

<3>(S) -> G is additive if $(a u b) = $(a) + ®(b) for a,èë <3>(S) such that

a n b = 0.  For additive $ and s E S, let $s = O^).  If additive $ is

continuous, then {$j} = {$,: í G S} isa subfamily summable family in G in

that {$5: s G S'} is summable for every S' C S ($(a) = 2sea<bs for a E

'S'(S)). Conversely, if {<bs} is a subfamily summable family in G, then

$(a) = 2Zsea$s defines an additive, continuous map $:  9(S)^G. With

these conventions of identification, this equivalence can be condensed.

1.1. Proposition. Let 0: q>(S)-^> G e §^9 be additive. Then O is

continuous if and only if {<frs} is subfamily summable and 0(a) = S^,,«^ for

each a E <$(S).

It is well known that in the special case S = N, the set of positive integers,

a sequence (<!>„) is subfamily summable if and only if it is subseries convergent

in that 2<I>„ converges for every subsequence (<&,,) of (4>„). So 1.1 has special

form in this case.

1.2. Proposition. Let 0: <3> (N) -* G E § <& <3> be additive. Then 0 is

continuous if and only if ($„) is subseries convergent and <ï>(a) = 2 „ ,=„<£„ for

each a E <3>(N).

Additive 0>: 9(S) -h> G E § 91 ̂  is exhaustive if $(a„)-»0 for every

sequence (a„) of pairwise disjoint members of 9(S).

All topological spaces will be Hausdorff. For such X, let 95^ be the

a-algebra of all Borel subsets of X (generated by the open subsets), p E

91LY) means that p is a finite nonnegative Radon measure on X; that is, p:

%x -* R+ is countably additive and both open regular and compact regular.

So when X is compact, tfl(X) consists of all regular Borel measures in the

usual sense. For p E tfl(X), M Q X is p-measurable if Bx C M Q B2 for

some Bx, B2 E %x such that p(B2) - p(Bx) = 0, and M is the a-algebra of

all such M. For p E <3l(X),f: X -» Y is p-measurable if/-'(9Jy) Ç M^ and is

¿Mj/'n p-measurable if for e > 0 and compact Í Ci there is compact ATE Ç A"

such that p(K) — p(Ke) < e and / is continuous on Kc. / is universally

measurable if ^-measurable for all /x e ^l(X) and is universally Lusin measur-

able if Lusin jn-measurable for all p E 91 (X).

The next two results are but special cases of more general results available

in [11]. Proofs are included here in order that the simplicity of the results in

the next section will be evident.

1.3. Lemma. For compact K ç X, continuous f: K -» Y, and p E *3l(X),

define f(p): %Y ->R by f(p)(B) = p(f~\B)), B E <8>r. Then f(p) E 91(7).

Proof. f(p) is well defined since /~'(95y) Q %K C %x and is clearly
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countably additive. Consider B E <$y and e > 0. Pick compact K0 cf~x(B)

such that /i(/-l(7i)) - /x(7C0) < e. Then f(K0) is compact, f(KQ) C B, and

f(ti)(B) - f(p)(f(K0)) < e, proving that/(u) is compact regular. Choose open

V D f~x(B) such that n(V) - ¡i(f~x(B)) < e. Then f(K \ V n K) is com-

pact, and Vx = Y\f(K\ V n K) is open as is f~x(Vx). But f~\B) Q

f-\Vx) C y n K and /(u)(K,) - f(p)(B) < e, proving that f(p) is open

regular.

1.4. Proposition. If f: X —> Y is continuous and g: Y^Z is universally

Lusin measurable, then g ° f is universally Lusin measurable.

Proof. Consider w E $l(X), compact K, and e > 0. httfK be the restric-

tion of / to K. Then/^u) E <&(Y) by 1.3. Choose compact CE Ç f(K) such

that fK(p)(f(K)) — fK(i>)(Ce) < e and g is continuous on C£. Let Kc —

Ik '(C)- Then Ke is compact, g ° / is continuous on Ke, and /x(7C) - n(Ke) <

e.

2. Key lemma and main results. Let ¡i be the Radon measure defined on the

discrete space {0, 1} by ju({0}) = j = /t({l}). Let X be the associated product

measure on (0, 1}N = 9(N), also a Radon measure. Let «EN. Let 9(N \ n)

= (0, 1}NH")( and let \, be the product Radon measure on 9(N\ n) de-

termined by p. Then 9(N) = {0, 1} X <3>(N \ n), and for a Borel set A C

^(N), Fubini's theorem gives

X(A)=fn(Ac)dXn(c)

where for c E 9 (N \ «),

Ac = {kE {0, \):(k, c) EA}

is the c-section of A.

2.1. Lemma. If O: 9(N) -» G E 9 "319 i$ additive and Lusin X-measurable,

then <J>„ -> 0.

Proof. Choose compact K c 9(N) such that X(9(N)\ /() <| and $ is

continuous on K. For «EN, let

7C„ = {a E K:au e„,a\en E K),

and let A = K\ Kn. A is a Borel set since K„ is compact. For c E 9(N \ n),

the c-section /4C has at most one element, and so X(A) < \ by Fubini's

theorem. But

i < X(K) = X04) + X(Kn);

whence X(Kn) > 0 proving that Kn i= 0 for each «EN. Choose an E Kn for

each «EN. If lim 3>„ ̂ 0, there is a 0-neighborhood 91 in G and a

subsequence $„ E 91. Since 7C is compact, there exist a E K and a sub-

sequence (a„t ) of (a„k) converging to a. But an\j en= (an \ e„) u en is a
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disjoint union for all n, both

\ u \ ~* a   and   a% X e% -* a

as i' —> oo, and for each i,

a„   U e„ ,   a„  \ e„   E K
nk¡ nk, "k¡ "k,

by definition of the a„'s. So by continuity of 0 on K,

contradicting <ï>„4 £ 91.

2.2. Theorem. // í>: 9'(S) -> G e g 919* « additive and universally Lusin

measurable, then $ « exhaustive.

Proof. If not, then <ï>(a„) 6* 91 for some sequence (a„) of pairwise disjoint

subsets of S and some O-neighborhood 91 in G. Define a continuous map /:

9)(N)-» 9)(S') by f(b) = U „eba„ and let ¥ = $ °/. Then * is universally

Lusin measurable by 1.4. So $(an) = tyn —> 0 by 2.1, a contradiction.

2.3. Corollary. For (G,a), (G, ß) E § 919\ assi/me /nai aÇj8, /naí

(G, ß) is complete, and that the identity map Í : (G, a) —> (G, ß) is universally

Lusin measurable. Then the subfamily summable families are the same for

(G, a) and (G, ß).

Proof. It suffices to prove that an a-subfamily summable family {<!>,} is

yß-subfamily summable. Let <ï>: 9>(S)-»(G, a) be the associated continuous,

additive function. Let ^ = 5 » $. Then $ß is universally Lusin measurable

by 1.4 and so is ß-exhaustive by 2.2. Since ß is complete, a Q ß, and {<&s} is

a-subfamily summable, it follows that it is /J-subfamily summable.

It is clear from the above proof that the special case 5 = N of 2.3 requires

only /^-sequential completeness.

2.4. Corollary. For (G, a), (G, ß) G §919', assume that a C ß, that

(G, ß) is sequentially complete, and that the identity map Í : (G, a)—>(G, ß) is

universally Lusin measurable. Then the subseries convergent series are the same

for (G, a) and (G, ß).

The next corollary of 2.2 is a variant of a well-known theorem of Banach.

2.5. Corollary. Let G E § 919 have topology determined by a complete,

invariant metric. If a homomorphism f: G -* G' G §919' is universally Lusin

measurable, then it is continuous.

Proof (Labuda). If/ is not continuous, then/(g„) G 91 for some O-neigh-

borhood 91 in G ' and some sequence (gn) in G such that g„-*0. By

completeness and invariance of the metric on G, there is a subsequence ( gn )

which is subseries convergent and hence determines a continuous, additive

map $: 9(N)->G such that 4>, = g„. Then ¥ = / ° $ is additive and

exhaustive by 1.4 and 2.2. Thus, f(g„) = ¥,- -*0, a contradiction.
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3. Further results and connections with other work. Except for the reference

to Fubini's theorem in the proof of 2.2, this paper has been self-contained and

erected on a very elementary base up to this point. When restricted to the

category of topological vector spaces. 2.2-2.5 follow from Labuda's deeper

work in [9] since universal measurability follows from universal Lusin

measurability. In order to generate Kalton's result in [5] and results of

Labuda in [9] from 2.2-2.5, it is necessary to invoke measurability considera-

tions deeper than those in §1. These measurability results are listed below.

Recall that X is K-analytic if it is the continuous image of a KaS subspace of

some space and that X is Suslin if it is the continuous image of a separable,

complete metric space. A locally convex topological vector space is Fréchet if

its topology is that of a complete, invariant metric.

3.1. Theorem. For ¡u E tfl(X), iff: X -* Y is u-Lusin measurable, then it is

p-measurable. The converse is true if Y is Suslin.

Proof. See [11, Theorem 5, p. 26 and Theorem 14, p. 129].

3.2. Theorem. If topology a on X is coarser than topology ß and (X, ß) is

K-analytic, then the identity map 5: (X, a) -+(X, ß) is universally Lusin

measurable.

Proof. See [11, Corollary 1, p. 126].

3.3. Theorem. If E is a Fréchet space, then the identity map Í : (E, weak) —>

E is universally Lusin measurable.

Proof. See [11, Theorem 3, p. 162].

3.4. Theorem. Let G E S'éPíR be complete and K-analytic. The subfamily

summable families coincide for all Hausdorff topologies coarser than the original

one and compatible with the group structure.

Proof. Apply 2.3 and 3.2. For Kalton's version, see [5, Theorem 3].

3.5. Theorem. If $: <!P(S)-» G E g<3l<ÍP is additive and universally

measurable, then <P is exhaustive.

Proof (Labuda). G may be embedded in a product, TTC , of complete

metrizable abelian groups. For each y, let <I>y be the composition of í> with

the projection of G on Gy. Then í>7 is universally measurable and, by a result

of Sazonov [10, Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem 11], is even //.-essentially

separably valued for every Radon measure w on 9(S). So by 3.1, each $y is

/x-Lusin measurable for all such /x, and the result now follows from 2.2.

Now Labuda's main result in [9], generalized to groups, follows from 3.5

just as 2.3 follows from 2.2 since 5 ° <& is universally measurable when $ is

continuous and it is universally measurable, [9, Proposition 1.3].
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3.6. Corollary. For (G, a), (G, ß) G §9t9\ assume that a Q ß, that

(G, ß) is complete, and that the identity map if : (G, a) —> (G, ß) is universally

measurable. Then the subfamily summable families are the same for (G, a) and

(G, ß).

3.7. Theorem. If E is a Fréchet space, then the subfamily summable families

(in particular, the subseries convergent series) are the same for the weak and the

original (= strong) topology.

Proof. This follows from 2.3 and 3.3 and is the classical Orlicz-Pettis

theorem.

A glance at its proof reveals that 2.5 can be strengthened via 3.6.

3.8. Theorem. Let G E §919' have topology determined by a complete,

invariant metric. If a homomorphism f: G —» G' G §919' is universally measur-

able, then it is continuous.
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